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I. INTRODUCTION

Over much of the past three to five years following the Global Financial Crisis of 2008 (Crisis) the media has tended to focus on specific events, allegations of blame, and scandals. Yet the Crisis was one of huge, systemic proportions, involving so many intertwining elements that even now we cannot be sure about all the paths leading to such massive financial instability. As in the case of all systemic crises, multiple factors appear to have combined to create a catastrophe.

This paper will review some of the less immediate or proximate, more fundamental, forces driving financial reform in the United States and, I would venture to suggest, across the Globe. For this purpose I will be taking a step back from the detail of regulatory reform in order to look at the “bigger picture” that I believe is really shaping progress in improving the safety, fairness and efficiency of global financial markets. The paper primarily addresses banking regulation (that part of financial services with which I am most familiar); the observations, however, would also have relevance to securities markets, insurance and the so-called “shadow banking” system.

II. FORCES INFLUENCING FINANCIAL REFORM

Specifically, the paper will focus on seven fundamental factors, some of which might be obvious but some of which are often ignored in the debates surrounding financial reform. Together they combine in different ways to drive the momentum toward a new order of global finance and its regulation. These factors are the:

1. Impact of financial crises and the cycles of recovery that follow major crises.

2. Growth of “financialization,” in which the role of financial services has expanded quite disproportionately to the real economy in recent decades.
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3. Dramatic increase in financial interconnectedness worldwide, which has in turn promoted huge financial scale and, many would say, an unmanageable complexity for both financial institutions and their regulation.

4. “Human factor” in finance, which makes our understanding of market behavior much more difficult and complex when compared with the neoclassical economic models of rational choice.

5. Complex interaction of banks and the broader financial ecology, including the “shadow banking system.”

6. Fundamental transformation of the modern global economy as a result of the deep, ongoing technology revolution.

7. “Next Convergence” between Western and rapidly emerging large economies changing the global profile and presenting profound new challenges to the effectiveness, equity and balance of global financial regulation.

A blend of these various forces is making the possibility of global financial harmonization and regulatory reform very challenging indeed. They make the challenge of creating a rational system of finance and its corresponding regulatory framework much more daunting than might first have been anticipated in the wake of the first emergency meeting of the G20 during the Crisis.

A. Financial crises and recovery cycles

Asian readers have experienced two major financial crises in the past 25 years. From the first, commonly referred to as the Asian Banking Crisis, Korea and other Asian countries learned important lessons that helped the region weather the Crisis of 2008 better than the United States and Europe. Such readers will know well the huge and long-term damage that such crises inflict. National gross domestic product is impaired by anything from 15% to 20% in ensuing years, cumulative output losses can range from 63% to 302%, and the recovery takes many years in some cases decades, as Japan may have experienced.


4 There is some debate about whether the “lost decade,” an epithet used to describe Japan’s economic travails since the Asian Crisis, is either accurate or fair, but the economic devastation Japan has suffered is generally
Yet this reality is not generally acknowledged or at least appreciated, by either the public or our political leaders. One can see from the rhetoric of the current U.S. presidential campaign, in which the incumbent President is being attacked for not already having “fixed” the economy after the 2008 Crisis, that governments are expected by their public and politicians to repair the damage to unemployment and economic welfare much more quickly than one might realistically expect. We tend to react rather shortsightedly to such events, insisting on instant solutions to what are deep and far ranging problems.

Indeed, the history of financial regulatory reform, certainly in the U.S., is that of reaction to crisis rather than strategic planning. Nearly all the major legislation addressing financial regulation in the U.S. is the product of reactions to crisis. This means that reform inevitably comes too quickly and without the full information, analysis and reflection necessary to produce a viable long-term framework. Ironically, even if we believe we know what should be done, the kinds of institutions we need to develop more thoughtful and effective reform take a very long time to set up: For example, more than two years after the Dodd-Frank Act created the Office of Financial Research (OFR), a key unit within the United States Treasury Department, this office is still only in the process of implementation and is starting to prove a disappointment to many commentators.
Efforts at international coordination, for example through the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision and the Financial Stability Board, are cumbersome and painfully slow, with serious questions now being raised as to whether Basel III can even be “saved.”

The result is that the process of global financial reform has turned into a long, tortuous and combative trail of negotiations, enactments, threats of repeal, convoluted rulemaking and inevitable legal uncertainty. Given that significant financial crises have been occurring on average at the rate of once every two years, the world’s largest economies seem particularly ineffective at producing reforms that are anything more than transient and that might well be outdated and ineffective in the face of new forms of crisis.

B. “Financialization”

The proportion of wealth produced by banking and finance has grown far more rapidly over the two decades. This process, sometimes called “financialization,” has both increased the impact of the industry on general welfare and attracted enormous public attention. Big banks and financiers have asserted that we are witnessing a global “financial deepening” that merely reflects the prosperity of emerging economies and the greater need for sophisticated finance. At the same time, however, questions have been raised in various quarters about the value and accountability of large banks and financial companies. The associated debates have intensified scrutiny of the banks, simultaneously turning each new report of financial malfeasance into a major scandal, and in the process making financial reform efforts more difficult to implement as such debates have in turn generated an atmosphere of mutual mistrust between bankers and the public.


Representatives of both ends of the political spectrum in the U.S., for example, have joined in their condemnation of big banks.15

These short-term popular pressures have intensified the urgency for reform, because financial failures now have proportionately greater impact on economies. At the same time, they have intensified the differences between industrial participants, financial centers, regulators and the various constituents of the general public. What was once a field shaped and governed by the proverbial “club for gentlemen” has now become an arena of political combat in which stable reform is much harder to achieve.

1. Scandals

There seems to have been a dramatic increase in the level of scandal surrounding the financial industry, and this is having an effect on efforts to reform. During the past six months the public has learned that the most revered of financial risk managers, JPMorgan Chase & Co., lost perhaps as much as $7 billion as a result of derivatives trades that took the bank beyond risk management into speculation.16 Significantly, the losses appear not merely to have been the product of actions by a “rogue trader”; rather, they may well have been the result of systematic efforts to assume greater risk than the company should have undertaken in order to generate more profits.17 We also learned that large banks around the world have fraudulently manipulated LIBOR rates, and that some of the largest global companies have failed to comply with anti-money-laundering (AML) laws and regulations.18 Currently, an investigation is also underway concerning

---

15 For example, elements of the right wing of the Republican Party, known as the Tea Party, and elements of the left wing of the Democratic Party, known as Occupy Wall Street, tend to have parallel views on the need to break up the big banks. See, e.g., Dunstan Prial, Occupy Wall Street, Tea Party Movement Both Born of Bank Bailouts, FOX BUS. (Oct. 20, 2011), http://www.foxbusiness.com/markets/2011/10/19/occupy-wall-street-tea-party-born-bank-bailouts/.


whether a large bank has been attempting to manipulate energy prices.\textsuperscript{19}

These events have provoked various reactions. First and most obvious is that of populist anger at bankers.\textsuperscript{20} In the United States this anger might have slightly impeded numerous, powerful political efforts to roll back Dodd-Frank,\textsuperscript{21} yet it might also have deepened polarization within the U.S. on approaches to financial regulation.\textsuperscript{22} Second, the focus on regulatory laxness might have begun to generate new frictions in international cooperation among regulators, even between the closest of allies, the United States and United Kingdom.\textsuperscript{23} It is possible that new forms of unilateralism may be emerging.\textsuperscript{24}

These developments may have the effect of stalling or substantially impeding further progress on the development of global standards for promoting financial stability.

2. Ideology

Far from generating a consensus on how to promote financial stability and harmonize international banking regulation, the Crisis seems to have unearthed deeper ideological divisions. These divisions include differences concerning the most effective ways to regulate the global financial system and to prevent or reduce the damage caused by systemic bank failures.


\textsuperscript{22} For example, Republicans used the recent LIBOR scandal as a reason to attack Dodd-Frank. See id.


\textsuperscript{24} As seems to be illustrated by various U.S., European and U.K. legislation and regulations that would have unilateral effect on the financial regulatory systems of other countries. For a very helpful memorandum on growing extraterritoriality in financial regulation, see, e.g., Memorandum from the Inst. of Int’l Fin. [IIF] to the Fin. Stability Bd.: Containing Extraterritoriality to Promote Financial Stability (Oct. 2, 2012) (on file with author). The author is grateful to the Executive Director of the IIF for permission to cite this proprietary material.)
The positions of the candidates in the impending United States presidential election highlight, at least in rhetoric if not in substance, the different approaches. On the one hand, the Obama Administration, placing its confidence in the ability of government to prevent crises, has valiantly attempted to erect a complicated regulatory system under the auspices of the Dodd-Frank Act. Regulators have published thousands of pages of new or proposed rules. Some agency structures have been changed: The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (FED) has acquired enormous new powers; a whole new, cumbersome, “regulator of regulators,” the Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC), has been established; and an entirely new consumer protection agency (the CFPB) has been created.

On the other hand, Republicans Mitt Romney and Paul Ryan have pinned their campaign rhetoric on faith in the free market economic policies fathered by Milton Friedman and Friedrich Hayek. Paul Ryan has been vocal in insisting that large banks be allowed to fail, and in wanting to roll back excessive regulation. While it is unlikely that these positions will be pushed too vehemently into action if the Republican ticket is elected, since large financial institutions have been major contributors to the Romney-Ryan campaign, the rhetoric has certainly helped form a deep divide within public perceptions of the role of big banks and the proper roles of government in regulating large scale finance.

3. Market Stirrings

Although many have dismissed the ability of the markets to apply effective discipline to very large banks—protected by government regulation and subsidized by various public supports as they are—there are signs that private investors are starting to question the value of large financial conglomerates. Prominent investment analysts have warned that investors may walk away from bank stocks if banks cannot show greater efficiency and profitability. Most recently, investors in Barclays, whose share value has been pummeled...

---


by the LIBOR scandal, began openly to ask whether the company might be better broken up into smaller parts.28

This trend, unthinkable only a year or two ago, might well portend the revival of market discipline as a serious mechanism for regulating financial excesses.29 If so, then we could see a substantial restructuring of the large banking environment over the next few years—one that is diametrically opposed to the aspirations expressed by some of the biggest bankers.

C. Financial interconnectedness

Among the many consequences of the growing “financialization” of the world has been an increasing intensity of links between ever-large financial companies. The growth in financial interconnectedness in recent years has been exponential and quite stunning.30 Interbank exposure has created a situation in which the financial networks are now very tightly coupled.31 Because of the cascading effects when a financial institution fails within the network created by these connections, this in turn appears to have increased greatly the systemic impact of failures, which highlights in turn the escalating importance of each large financial institution as it grows in scale and as it spawns increasingly complex connections. The public debate surrounding the “too big to fail” (TBTF) banks really obscures a more discreet concern about both the scale and complexity of these institutions.32

1. Scale

Modern global banks operate at scales that were only dreamed of two decades ago.33 While their architects defend the benefits of scale by pointing to the possibilities that large-scale operations offer and the alleged efficiencies of scale, they tend to ignore the


29 See Baxter, supra note 27 and links accompanying the text.


33 Baxter, supra note 31, at 778-821.
consequences of scale. As they increase in size, there appears to be some evidence that competition from smaller financial institutions is diminished. And when they get into trouble, the impact of failure is correspondingly greater than is the case with smaller institutions, which of course creates great political pressure for governments to act to prevent failure—in other words, through bailouts. Hence the “TBTF” moniker: Because of the sheer scale of these institutions, the collapse of any one would have disastrous consequences for financial stability. Because of the specter of such dire consequences, its government would inevitably bail out the institution.

The TBTF status that such institutions therefore acquire, however, creates a class of institutions that are, in effect, “protected” by government. They are able to borrow at lower cost because creditors do not believe they will be allowed to fail, and moral hazard is correspondingly increased as their managers become less sensitive to the costs of potential failure.

2. Complexity

Size is not the only concern, however. Over the past twenty years many very large banks have striven to diversify their operations, to become “universal banks.” By embracing widely different types of financial business—for example, by putting traditional commercial banking and investment banking or insurance under one financial conglomerate, or both—their leaders assert that they are able to create diversified operations that are either mutually supportive or, in difficult economic times, complementary such that losses experienced by one line of business can be offset by profits gained in others.

The problem is that when these businesses are each very large in their own right, the range of different operations each business brings under the conglomerate structure also diversifies the risks that have to be managed. This in turn raises the question whether such institutions have become too complex to manage. Coupled with great scale, even initially small failures in operations can quickly ripple in unexpected ways across the conglomerate as a whole if there is not sufficient corporate insulation between the business lines. Given that the whole point of creating a universal bank is to create synergies between these different lines of business, the degree of insulation between corporate units bearing widely diverse risk profiles can in practice be dangerously insufficient.

34 Id. (reviewing at length the phenomenon of growing complexity).
35 Hence proposals for “subsidiarization” and “walls” between entities with different risk profiles. This is a form of “modularity,” a tool adopted by systems engineers to seal off failure once it begins. See, e.g., Lawrence Baxter, Size, Subsidiarization and Stability, THEPARETOMONSONS (Jan. 24, 2011), http://www.theparetocommons.com/2011/01/size-subsidiarization-and-stability/; Andrew Haldane, Regulation or Prohibition: The $100 Billion Question, J. REG. & RISK N. ASIA, Summer/Autumn 2010, at 101, 110-14. It is also the basis for criticism by Paul Volcker, after whom the Dodd-Frank “Volcker Rule” is named, of the British plans to impose “ring-fencing” to
There is also an entirely different and even more recent danger generated by complexity. This is the reaction by governments to the very complexity of large scale banking itself. Legislation and rules designed to cover all the various types of risks involved, and regulatory agencies designed to be large enough to supervise these operations, have become so complex that some commentators have rightly criticized the process as creating regulatory complexity that could well generate, in turn, confusion within financial institutions and even regulatory dysfunction on the part of regulators to the point that they might miss dangerous developments entirely.36 It is not at all clear, from a scientific point of view, that the best way to regulate complexity is through even more complex rules.37

D. The Human Factor in Finance

The body of research being generated by neuroscience and behavioral economics is profoundly changing our understanding of financial decision making and risk taking. For most of the past hundred years, we have assumed that human choices were, at least in aggregate, generally rational. The neo-classical economic model of homo economicus, the rational man, rendered inquiries into actual human motivation and the actual process of reaching decisions largely irrelevant as it was assumed that individuals make choices based on rational calculations of their self-interest. Ensuring that such decisions were in service of society or particular companies was merely a matter of identifying and adjusting incentives.

The work of great behavioral scientists such as Daniel Kahneman has shown such assumptions to be not only false but also downright unsafe.38 Neurobiology has recently dramatically increased our understanding of human behavior under stress, including when markets start to “move.”39 The behavior of the crowd in bubble situations, which even Sir Isaac Newton confessed was beyond his immense skills of computation,40 is

36 Baxter, supra note 31, at 863-66 and the references there cited.
40 After he and his sister had lost a substantial personal fortune as a result of the collapse of the South Sea Company in the South Sea Bubble, Sir Isaac Newton, then Master of the Mint, is famously quoted as saying in 1720 “I can calculate the motions of heavenly bodies, but not the madness of people.” CHARLES P. KINDLEBERGER & ROBERT ALIBER, MANIAS, PANICS AND CRASHES: A HISTORY OF FINANCIAL CRISES 47 (5 ed. 2005).
slowly coming to be much better understood.41

These developments will have long-term implications for how we devise regulation that is intended to prevent excessive risk taking leading to financial instability. A current example is the work being undertaken on “countercyclical” regulation, which has as its purpose a dampening of exuberant growth, on the one hand, and cushioning market declines, on the other. No doubt such science will also influence our expectations or the behavior of risk managers, even regulators, and the measures taken to improve the effectiveness of their efforts.

E. Broader Financial Ecology

Traditionally the focus of concern in financial risk has centered on traditional banks, investment banks, insurance companies and broker-dealers. Yet we have come to realize, with failures of nonbank financial institutions such as major mutual funds42 and AIG,43 that there is a dense ecology of infrastructure (exchanges or financial market utilities), and other repositories of money (hedge funds, mutual funds, specialized trading operations), upon which modern finance depends. Part of this ecology is called the “shadow banking” system.44 Another dimension is the web of networks and exchanges called the financial market utilities (FMUs).45

Each of these elements can carry major systemic risk in itself. The failure of an entity providing credit default swap insurance to banks can bring the entire banking system down. A failure of an exchange, perhaps through a flash crash,46 or a payments clearing network, perhaps through a technology breakdown,47 can set off a panic that could

---

41 See also, e.g., MANCUR OLSON, THE LOGIC OF COLLECTIVE ACTION: PUBLIC GOODS AND THE THEORY OF GROUPS (1971) (classic study on the differences between individual and collective action).

42 See, e.g., Michael Mackenzie & Paul J. Davies, Money Markets Fund Sector Shocked, FIN. TIMES (Sept. 17, 2008, 8:39 PM) (U.K.), http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/8bcf03ac-84e1-11dd-b148-0000779fd18c.html#axzz28v25A i97 (reporting on one of the key events of the Crisis, namely the “breaking of the buck” by a money market fund run by Reserve Management Company (RMC)).

43 E.g., RODDY BOYD, FATAL RISK: A CAUTIONARY TALE OF AIG’S CORPORATE SUICIDE (2011).


instantly threaten market confidence and even market liquidity. And, as failures of money market funds and hedge funds have demonstrated, banks are themselves immediately impacted.\footnote{When the fund managed by RMC “broke the buck,” supra note 42, this was a key governmental concern at the start of the Crisis in 2008. Numerous other “nonbank” failures, from that of Drexel Burnham Lambert in 1990 to Long-Term Capital Management in 1998 to the collapse of MF Global in 2011, have triggered grave banking concerns.}

The recognition that this large and complicated ecology is itself systemically important to the stability of global financial markets has added a major new dimension to the quest for modern financial regulation. With the advent of universal banking, bank regulators are no longer able to ignore what their securities and insurance counterparts are doing. But just as much so they cannot ignore the operations of securities and derivatives exchanges, the actions of so-called “dark pools” of money in hedge and private equity funds are shaped by the actions of banks and their regulators.

F. The “Technology Revolution”

Financial services, as much if not more than any other area of economic activity, have been impacted profoundly by the ongoing technology revolution. Banks can now operate on a scale hitherto undreamed of because they run on global technology platforms, process their transactions at lightning speed, manage risks through advanced modeling systems, and engage with customers using burgeoning warehouses of “big data” and mobile and Internet channels of communication.\footnote{Baxter, supra note 31, at 812-16.} Yet these great advances have also drawn banks into a world of global competition in which risks have increased and margins have shrunk. It is harder than ever to generate profits, avoid competition and scrutiny by regulators, the media and consumers.

Signs of the stress banks are finding themselves under can be found in the widespread layoffs banks are having to make all over the world and even on Wall Street.\footnote{For reviews of some of the hundreds of thousands of employees laid off in recent years by the financial industry, see Kelly Eggers, Layoffs up 20% in First Five Months, FINS FIN. HIRE WIRE (May 31, 2012), available at http://www.fins.com/Finance/Articles/SBB00014240527023036401045774382817799949796/Layoffs-up-20-in-First-Five-Months; Max Abelson & Ambereen Choudhury, Wall Street Unoccupied with 200,000 Job Cuts, BLOOMBERG (Nov. 21, 2011, 8:01 PM), available at http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-11-22/wall-street-unoccupied-with-200-000-job-cuts.html. Layoffs have continued at a similar pace worldwide since these reports were published.} Banks are able to sustain their aspirations to high returns on equity mostly by cutting back on expenses, particularly payrolls, and attempting to find new areas of revenue growth.\footnote{Lawrence Baxter, The Widening Financial Gyre, THEPARETOCOMMONS (Sept. 19, 2011), http://www.theparetocommons.com/2011/09/the-widening-financial-gyre/.} Yet in the latter pursuit technology is exposing banks to entirely new competitors that have appeal to modern consumers. Paypal is a long-standing example. Facebook, Apple and Wal-Mart offer the potential of eliminating banks from the value
chain altogether.

Over the years banks have faced competition from various nonbank sources. They appear on the surface to have survived these intrusions into their domain. Closer inspection, however, reveals that those nonbank forces have already profoundly changed the banking landscape, and not always for the better. Universal banking, primarily involving the combination of traditional and investment banking, was partly a reaction to the fact that the lines between products had become blurred to the point of incoherence. Multibank alliances, such as the SVP payments network, were a reaction to the growing presence of technology companies in the payments system. Yet the changes likely to be wrought as a result of the churning impact of the deep information technology revolution the world is experiencing may well be more far reaching than we can imagine and may well make the deep changes experienced by banks seem mild by comparison.

At the same time, the competitive squeeze on financial services is not the only negative to the IT revolution: As noted above, IT dependency also makes financial systems more vulnerable to failure. Recent high profile outages with the subsidiary of a major U.K. bank has led the Financial Services Authority to insist upon the production of disaster plans by major U.K. financial institutions. Since the bombing of the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001, expensive business continuity plans are already a fact of life for banks in the United States. Yet it is unlikely that even such plans yet take adequately into account the high speed, high volume load on technology systems that modern finance now creates, or that they ever can.

It seems that the global financial system, along with everything else in economic and social life, is experiencing the uncertainty, even trauma, of being in the midst of a long, deep, technology-driven revolution, of which bubbles and crises are a “normal” element as we move uncertainly from the heady, gilded age of initial deployment of exciting new technology to what Carlota Perez calls the two to three decade “deployment period,” and finally toward stable usage of technology in a predictable post-revolutionary world. At the present stage of our development, it is difficult, perhaps even unknowable, to see what the final, stable result will look like. What this means in practical terms is that we are far from a situation in which complex technology and big data is sufficiently developed for reliable risk management, and this in turn merely renders the problem of large bank regulation even more complex.

53 ERIK BRYNJOLFSSON & ANDREW MCAFEE, RACE AGAINST THE MACHINE (2011); JOHN M. JORDA, INFORMATION, TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION: RESOURCES FOR GROWTH IN A CONNECTED WORLD (2012).
54 See supra note 47.
G. The “Next Convergence” 56

The past three or four decades have been an era in which Western financiers ruled the roost, after two centuries of rapid divergence in which the Industrial Revolution propelled Western economies into a state of hegemony over the rest of the world. With the exception of Japan’s own rise to prominence after World War II, this hegemony was substantial (notwithstanding ruinous wars) for the entire 20th Century. This global framework, however, is now rapidly changing as phenomenal economic growth in Asia has switched the status of debtor and creditor nations, begun to eliminate Western financial dominance and helped to generate what Michael Spence has called an “Inclusiveness Revolution,” leading in turn to the “next convergence” between East and West and North and South.57

Implications for banking are emerging. First, at the regulatory level Asian and other nations have increasing access to the G20, Basel Committee on Banking Supervision and the Financial Stability Board. These “Clubs,” once peopled and controlled by a small group of central bankers from the West and Japan, are now more open to and influenced by China and other countries. A Chinese bank is among the list of G-SIFIs identified by the FSB as critical to global financial stability,58 no doubt there will be more. Some Asian governments and banks learned lessons through their experience with the Asian Crisis and as a result were perhaps not as badly hurt during the Global Financial Crisis as their Western counterparts.59 And, although such predictions and their methodology are highly contested, Chinese GDP was recently projected by the World Bank, International Monetary Fund60 and a leading consulting firm61 to surpass that of the United States in a few short decades or even years.62

There is no doubt that these developments will slowly yet deeply change the global balance of power when it comes to the regulation of banks and financial companies. As

---

57 Id. at 5.
62 For a graphical depiction of the trends, see Larry Elliott, GDP Projections from PwC: How China, India and Brazil Will Overtake the West by 2050, GUARDIAN DATABLOG (Jan. 6, 2011, 7:01 PM), http://www.guardian.co.uk/news/datablog/2011/jan/07/gdp-projections-china-us-uk-brazil.
Professor Spence has put it, we are all learning to play “a cooperative game on a giant scale … a complex one because of the asymmetries among the players.” Furthermore, as we delve deeper into the nature of this giant “convergence,” it is also becoming apparent that new divergences in wealth distribution, between the richest and poorest citizens of the world, far from receding are accelerating, and that might in turn escalate the pressures on institutions such as the G20 for broader representation and greater focus on redistribution of wealth. The pressures emanating from such divergences of wealth distribution will surely continue to pose further challenges to the quest for uniformity, or at least harmonization, of global financial regulation.

III. PROSPECTS FOR GLOBAL FINANCIAL REFORM

Each of these broad forces would by itself already be wielding profound change on both the financial system and its regulation. Each of course is interacting with all the others, so in reality they are combining to all but guarantee that the financial system and its regulatory framework will be very different by the end of the second decade of the 21st Century. Yet in which direction is far from clear.

The aftermath of the Crisis of 2008 seemed to indicate that there might evolve a global convergence of regulatory principles. The partners of the G20 in a series of biannual summits made grand, harmonious statements and commitments. The Basel Committee and the FSB have been working indefatigably to produce a set of standards under the general framework of Basel III and on related discreet subjects. In Europe the Eurozone Crisis has pressured the European Commission to propose radical reforms that would even lead to the creation of a direct, transnational bank supervisor for the banks operating within the Eurozone.
This is a development that would have been unthinkable only a decade ago. It heralds the possibility of a global banking regulator, designed to match the global nature of modern financial institutions—an idea considered even recently by most commentators and scholars to be no more than pure fantasy. The contours of the global regulator idea have been traced in a most thoughtful and quiet way by one of Europe’s leading scholars on the subject, Emilios Avgouleas.

Yet the opposite trend is also very possible. It is not implausible that global bank regulation will recede into a Balkanized crazy quilt of protectionist regimes. Indeed, there is evidence that this process is taking place. Rivalries between London and Europe have broken out in the past two years. Sometimes outright hostility has even surfaced between the long time partners, London and New York, ironically as a direct result of regulatory enforcement actions and scandals involving global banks with operations in both financial centers.

My own hope is that we succeed in developing a set of “rules of the game” set at the level of strongly agreed upon general standards but not detailed regulations. Detailed regulations, and even significant variations in local standards, would be left for individual countries to implement in their own way, subject to monitoring and reporting by central bodies such as the IMF, FSB and Basel Committee. The objection to this approach is that regional variations inevitably impose additional costs on the operation of global institutions, and such costs are considered “inefficient.” But such costs might well be necessary in order to create a resilient framework within which individual nations can protect their own interests while allowing a relatively free flow of finance.
Amidst this swirl of developments, many of which are zigzagging within the space of only a few months, it would be foolish to make strong predictions. It is safe to conclude, however, that the sheer force of circumstance—whether from global banking activities, failures, sovereign debt defaults, or a combination thereof—is likely to drive radical changes over the next few years, changes that will produce a global financial market and a transnational system of financial regulation that is quite different from the ones we have now. It is also no longer safe to assume that such a system will have realized the dream of a seamless financial system through which financial transactions could flow free from the “friction” of local concerns. “Globalization” itself is far from the stable concept we might have imagined just a few short years ago.73
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73 Consider the discussion by Niall Ferguson, thoughts that turned out to be dramatically more prophetic than he could have realized at the time. Niall Ferguson, Sinking Globalization, 84 FOREIGN AFF. 64 (2005).